
Use Polycam LIDAR scanning app on your Ipad pro to scan
environment.

Some experimentation is required to learn the best 
movements to maintain tracking and avoid jagged textures.

Tips:
- Too dark ambient lighting will often make it lose tracking

and produce large gaps or mismatches
- 1 strong light source might make it easier to imitate in 

VaM (the sun for instance)
- Open windows will produce bad results. Close curtains.
- Reflective surfaces such as mirrors will produce garbage

or double geometry behind the mirror surface. This can
be removed in Blender and fixed with reflective plane in 
VaM however, so don’t be afraid to try

- Lighting must be stationary, no flashlight as you move

Process for scanning your room with 3D LIDAR scanning and 
importing it to VaM



Guestroom.zip

.DAE format 
works best for 
working across

Polycam -> 
Blender / Unity

Polycam requires
monthly license

to export models
(Just cancel after

first month)

Export file to 
.DAE format

Transfer file to PC 
using Itunes file 

sharing and og to 
the Polycam folder

Polycam produces
lightweight textured

meshes with very little
surface noise



If you have garbage polygons from open
windows or reflective surfaces, the .DAE model
kan be imported into Blender and cleaned up 
before exporting again to .dae and continuing
with Unity.
There’s also options for closing openings if
areas were missed in the scanning process



Read the instructions on how to use MacGruber’s awesome

Unity AssetBundles for VaM 1.xx

https://hub.virtamate.com/resources/unity-assetbundles-for-vam-1-xx.167/

https://hub.virtamate.com/resources/unity-assetbundles-for-vam-1-xx.167/




Right after importing your .dae file, make sure
Unity opens the materials also in the 3D scan
model. For me the only way has been these
steps:

1. Click on «Use External materials» 

2. Location : «Model name + material»

3. The extracted materials turn up in a «materials» folder

4. Drop the JPG textures from the Polyscan file 
next to the materials



The asset is ready to be dragged into
the scene for correcting position and 
adding collision mesh



Polycam usually puts the origin in the
centroid of the model, and it’s usually
rotated along the vertical. It’s always
level, however and in correct 1:1 
scale (which is very time saving)

Use the transform values to place the
floor at the Y=0 level, and rotate along Y 
so that the walls are parallel with X / Z. 
This makes working in VaM easier later on



The next important step is to add the collision mesh.
This is just an invisible duplicate of the scanned mesh
that VaM uses for physics. This is required for all the
physical interactions that will happen in VaM.

1. Choose «add component» 
and «mesh collider»

2. Choose the same mesh as 
under the asset here

3. The duplicate collision mesh will
be shown in green here



At this point you can choose to only use
the baked lighting in the 3D scan textures. 
This is the correct option if you have good
textures but a noisy model.

Legacy / self illum / diffuse. 
Does not receive shadows

Standard, will receive shadows
in VaM (Recommended)



Noisy photogrammetry model from
Sketchfab as example. The «melted» look
comes from received shadows in VaM on
noisy polygons.



Same noisy Sketchfab model with
shadows removed. Looks better in VaM
even though the bodies do not cast
shadows



Now that the model is adjusted in space
and has collision mesh, drag it down again
to create a Prefab, or «snapshot» that can
be exported



Then drag the prefab to the
«AssetBundles» window here

As long as you’re not sharing
your 3D scans, I would
recommend keeping it on
«no compression» to reduce
loading times in VaM

Hit «build»

Rename to the prefab name here
in order for the copying to work

Check this message in the corner for confirmation
that the AssetBundle has been copied



In VaM, add a CustomUnityAsset
Atom to your scene

Select the CustomUnityAsset
Atom and select the AssetBundle

Rename the atom maybe

Choose the prefab
from this list



The scene will be dark until
you add a light. Do it now

Put point lights next to light
sources in 3D scan

This room has 4 spot lights, 
so we create 4 point lights
slightly below

Light params



When adding bodies to the scene, 
the shadows will not look realistic.
We need NoStage3’s excellent
UnityAssetVamifier to soften the
shadows



Set SpecularIntensity to 0 
to remove the sheen

Looks like IBL filter to 
max makes the
shadows a bit darker



Finally, to make the
scene ready for 
merging with other
scenes with
animations, the lights
should be linked to the
UnityAsset so you can
move the room freely
to fit other animations

I prefer removing collision
so I can position the room
without disturbing poses, 
and then turn it on later



Have the 3D scan as the
starting file and merge load
the scene with the
animations / poses.
Remove room atoms and
lights from merged file


